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Angry Swedes surrender Soviet submarine
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) Nuclear-tipped torpedos probably are
aboard the Soviet submarine that
went aground while prowling in a
restricted zone near a major Swedish
naval base 10 days ago, outraged
Swedish officials said yesterday.
They said the Soviets can have their
sub back but that storm-tossed seas
likely will delay departure of the
vessel until today.
Foreign Minister Ola Ullsten told
the Kremlin Sweden regarded the incident with the "utmost gravity" and
would tolerate no repetition of it,

especially since the Soviets ignored
his demand for more information on
the sub's armaments, refused an inspection of the torpedo hold and
claimed the sub was armed only with
"the necessary weapons and
ammunition."
Prime Minister Thorbjorn Falldin
said at a news conference that the incident was "the most blatant violation
in Sweden in the postwar era," and
that the sub would be escorted to a
Soviet flotilla outside Sweden's
waters" as soon as the weather
permits."

But heavy weather with 45 mph
wind gusts prevented the departure
and Swedish officers said it would be
delayed at least until daytime today.
Eleven Soviet ships including two
destroyers, two frigates and two
missile-armed corvettes, hovered in
the area.
Fallidin, who opposes even peaceful
use of nuclear energy, scoffed at
Soviet references to the Baltic as a
"sea of peace," and said Swedish experts recorded radiation from the outside of the sub's hull for three nights
and concluded that the sub carried

Uranium-238.
Sweden's commander in chief, Gen.
Lennart Ljung, told reporters there
was as much as 22 pounds of U-238
aboard and that it could have been used as a protective shield around
U-235, a main ingredient in nuclear
arms. But he said the presence of
U-235 could not be proved because the
Soviets would not allow an inspection
of the hold.
Nils Gylden, a nuclear arms expert
on the Swedish defense staff, said it
appeared the Soviet sub was carrying
nuclear-tipped torpedos, a secret

weapon, but he could not understand

why.

Gylden said there probably were
other types of uranium aboard the sub
than the U-238 mentioned by Falldin.
He said there probably was no risk of
accidental explosion aboard the
storm-rocked sub.
The deffense staff expert said the
nuclear arms aboard the Whisky
class sub, built in the mid-50s but
modified, most likely were to be used
for fighting large surface vessels like
carriers.
The Soviets were previously known

to have at least six nuclear missilearmed Golf class subs in the Baltic,
along with 60 torpedo-equipped subs
of the Whiskey and other classes but
there had been no evidence to date
they also might be carrying nuclear
arms.
The submarine skippered by LA.
Cmdr. Pyotr Gushin and carrying a
crew of about 56, ran aground on
rocks in a restricted zone near the
Karlskrona naval base 300 miles
south of Stockholm on Oct. 27 while
the Swedish navy was conducting
anti-submarine exercises.

Problems postpone shuttle launch
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP)
Specialists were to examine Columbia's
contaminated hydraulic
system yesterday and space agency
officials said the shuttle could be launched next Wednesday, at the earliest.
Launch director George Page
scrubbed the first launch attempt
after two filters clogged just before
liftoff Wednesday.
It will take about two days to
analyze troubled APUs or Auxiliary
Power Units, Page said yesterday, tt
all they need is a flush and fill, a midweek launch is possible, but if they
must be replaced, launch won't be until the following week.
The APUs act on the shuttle as a
power steering unit works on a car.
They power hydraulic systems that
swivel the ship's three engines on liftoff and lower the wheels and control

wing surfaces on landing.
IF ALL had gone well Wednesday,
astronauts Joe Engle and Richard
Truly would have turned on Columbia's scientific experiments, looked
for opportunities to photograph
lighting and Earth and excercised the
craft's new robot arm..its orbital
crane.
Instead, they accepted the disappointment, arose early yesterday to
make emergency landings at the
Cape and then flew to their home base
in Houston to wait out the delay.
Page said next Wednesday is the
earliest possible launch date, but it
could easily be later. After a new date
is chosen, Columbia's second countdown will pick up with 35 work hours
to go, about 58 hours before actual
ignition.

The decision on whether to install
new units will be made Saturday.
Rockwell International, the prime
contractor, said it has one of the
APUs on hand, and one that can be
gotten to the launch pad quickly.

Space Administration experts quickly
decided this problem was insignificant and prepared to go.
But at another launch control console, monitors noticed that the
pressure of two auxiliary power units
were higher than the third, and first
inside the permissible range.

A SWAP would take 32 hours plus
time for testing.
Overpressure in two of the shuttle's
ENGINEERS SPECULATED a
APU's, apparently caused by con- fuel called hydrazine leaked through
taminants that clogged an easily- APU seals to mix with lubricating oil.
changed filter, caused Page to order The result would have been buildup of
the launch attempt scrubbed. Yester- a waxy substance that clogged inlets,
day Columbia's volatile fuels were creating heat and pressure.
drained and stored, and a complete
"What would be the end effect of
review began to determine what went that I don't know," Page said.
wrong inside the billion-dollor
The APUs do not operate in orbit,
spacecraft.
but they are critical for the glide to
A problem unconnected with the earth. Page said the units probably
APUs caused the computer to stop the would have operated on liftoff, but he
countdown. National Aeronautics and was less sure about the landing.

Republicans have tenative agreement

Ohio Senate may increase school funding
Columbus, Ohio (AP) - Republicans
in the Ohio Senate said yesterday they
tentatively have agreed to increase
spending on schools in the pending
state government budget.
But the amount of money to be
authorized depends on the size of a
proposed tax increase and spending
levels for other stateprograms.
Senate Education Chairman Oakley
Collins (R-Iron ton i said the plan
would bring spending for primary and
secondary education up to the higher
levels the House approved in its ver-

for bus purchases, $8 million for vocasion of the budget.
Although the lower chamber added tional education and $18 million for
$750 million in state aid for local aid to districts under a program for
school districts, the Senate cut the disadvantaged pupils.
Word of the higher spending level
figure to $630 million.
"We're recommending they go with for education came as House and
the House level (of $750 million). Senate leaders and a six-member
That's what the House is holding out joint conference committee continued
for," Collins said. "(But) it's all to meet. They were trying to hammer
out differences in each chamber's
tentative."
He said the Senate revision would version of the budget and tax increase
add $60 million to basic school aid, $16 bill.
Senate President Paul Gillmor (Rmillion to special education, $8
million for transportation, $5 million Port Clinton) said he and House

Speaker Vernal Riffe Jr. (D-New
Boston) had not reached agreement
on the size of the tax increase the
budget bill will include.
"We're still on the expenditure level
side. You have to get that set before
you talk about taxes," Gillmor said.
Conference committee members
waded through a long list of differences between the two versions of
the budget bill. They agreed on some
minor issues but left the big problems
to be resolved by House and Senate
leaders.

staff photos by Dale Omorl
The country-rock band McGufly Lane performed last night in the Union
Grand Ballroom before a crowd of 900.

Society must supress evil, Reagan says
EDITOR'S NOTE: President
Reagan's views on criminal justice,
spelled out at last month's conference
of police chiefs in New Orleans, represent a sharp departure from almost
two centuries of American policy
toward crime. For the president not
only rejected the modern ideas about
the environmental and social origins
of crime but also strongly implied a
rejection of the traditional American
notion that evil is not an inherent part
of mankind. Frank Browning, a PNS
editor and crime specialist, looks at
Reagan's views on criminal justice.
by Pacific News Service

"The jungle,"President Ronald
Reagan warned, "is always
there...waiting...ready to take us
over."
The jungle of which the president
spoke before the International
Association of Chiefs of Police was not
the dark tangle of bureaucratic
regulation, not even the jungle of
global superpowers where only the
mighty survive. This was the secret
jungle, he warned, that dwells within
the human heart, that place where
"the darker impulses of human
nature" reside.
Underlying the details of his
address-which were little different
from the recommendations of the Attorney General's Task Force on
Violent Crime-there was a profound
and articulated philosophical expression of the administration's social
policy. Offered at the beginning of the
tall congressional session, it may well

Inside
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40$, low near 30. Chance
of precipitation SO
percent.

Husband in
doghouse
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signal the launching of a socially conservative program which many of his
fundamentalist New Right supporters
had feared was being neglected.
FOR REAGAN'S criminal justice
objective is not merely to strengthen
the nation's police forces, but to reformulate the entire public discussion of
crime and to see it-like terrorism-as
the direct result of evil forces stalking
the earth.
"From (the) statistics about
youthful offenders and the impact of
drug addiction on crime rates," he

tected from them."
LIKE HIS Moral Majority supporters and the fundamentalist
adherents of the biblical version of
creation, the president was arguing
that crime-evil made manifest-is a
fundamental part of the human spirit,
and that if it is not suppressed it will
consume us just as surely as the wild
beasts of the jungle consume the unprotected natives.
Although his language is more
modern, the substance of the president's remarks recalls the faith of the

'Men are basically good but prone to evil;
some men are very prone to evil. . .and society has a right to be protected from them.'
-Ronald Reagan
told the 6,000 assembled chiefs, "the
portrait emerges. The portrait is that
of a stark, staring face, a face that
belongs to a frightening reality of our
time: the face of a human predator,
the face of the habitual offender, the
career criminal. Nothing in nature is
more cruel or more dangerous."
"The solution of the crime problem
will not be found in the social worker's
files, the psychiatrist's notes or the
bureaucrat's budget. It is a problem
of the human heart, and it is there we
must look for answers. We can begin
by acknowledging some of those jpermanent things, those absolute truths I
mentioned before. Two of these truths
are: Men are basically good but prone
to evil; some men are very prone to
evil...and society has a right to be pro-

Sacred sounds
modern style
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nation's first settlers-those radical
Christians of New England who saw
crime as the devil's handiwork and
who often opened their indictments
with the preamble, "Having Satan
before thee ...."
It is faith of the Scarlet Utter, the
belief in fallen souls which, gripped
by evil intention, choose to spread
fear, violence and chaos in the worldthe ethic of the jtingle-rather than
live within the bounds of traditional
morality.
THE PRESIDENT lashed out
specifically at "the social thinkers of
the 1950s and 1960s who discussed
crime only in the context of disadvantaged childhood and poverty-stricken
neighborhoods" and who were committed to "a belief that there was
nothing permanent or absolute about

any man's nature."
Yet In his philosophical attack on
the notion that crime results from
social causes (and the consequent
belief that social justice is the only
real solution to public crime)
Reagan's assault goes far beyond
modern liberal reformers of the last
generation. It was a forthright and
total attack on the key ideas of crime
control that have dominated law enforcement since the founding of the
Republic when the court replaced the
church as the arbiter of social order.
"It is from ignorance, wretchedness or corrupted manners of a
people that crime proceeds," William
Bradford of Philadelphia wrote in
1793. "In a country where these do not
[irevail, moderate punishment, stricty enforced, will be a curb as effectual
as the greatest severity."
BRADFORD, LIKE most of the
f ramers of the Constitution and the inventors of the modern penitentiary
who came a few years later, believed
profoundly that the amount of violent
crime in society was a direct measure
of the amount of justice and equity
that exists in society. Evil, they
argued, was a reflection of the relations between men, not of their inherent nature.
No one would have characterized
the nation's founders as being unduly
permissive, and certainly they were
not given to psychological apology
and excuses for serious criminal offenders. Public hangings continued to
be applied as the ultimate penalty for
capital offenders and even for such
property offenses as horse stealing
continued on page 5

Harriers
heading home
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Economic problems blur victory
WASHINGTON-Even by the mindblurring standards of the the jet age,
the shift from the intoxicating high of
the AWACS victory to the chilling depths of the current economic woes was
a traumatic one for the Reagan administration. A year after the election that brought President Reagan to
power, the country faces—as it did
under his three rejected
predecessors-the gloomy combination of recession and double-digit
inflation.
The test for the current government, one far more important to its
own and the country's future than any
arms-transfer package, is how well it
can repond to this overriding
economic challenge.
There is a hopeful sign in the
readiness of Reagan administration
leaders to disabuse themselves of the
comfortable cliches that the fastmoving economic forces have
rendered irrelevant.
Reagan was the first in his own
government to employ the word
recession." Budget director David
Stockman quickly acknowledged that
a "mid-course correction" was needed, because fiscal and monetary
policies were "out of sync" with the
changed economic reality. Treasury
Secretary Donald Regan admitted
that, realistically, one of the President's major goals, a balanced budget
by 1984. was not probable,"

suspicions are great enough to turn
the success story into a scary horror
tale.
The recession may not be brief or
mild. Weakness has spread from the
housing and auto industries all across
by David Broder
the economy, from agriculture to
heavy industry.
Syndicated Columnist
Inflation is not easing. Energy
But that is just the beginning of the prices, after a long period of stability,
realignment of policy that the are headed upward. Consumer condeveloping problem will demand. For fidence is shaky-and so are major
the risks of the situation spinning out airlines, automaker and hundreds of
of control are much greater than local financial institutions.
It would help if the President
anyone in authority still wants to
recognized and stated the inevitabiliadmit.
On the hopeful assumptions offered ty of growing short-term deficits. It
by administration spoKesmen, the would help if he made it clear that he
recession will be mild and brief, en- will not pursue the will-o'-the-wisp of
ding next spring. It will last just long a balanced budget by cutting further
enough to take the pressure off infla- chunks out of the social safety net and
tion and interest rates, without caus- Eutting greater demands on overurdened state and local
ing severe unemployment.
Then, as we start to come out of the governments.
Second, it would help if the Conslump, the 10-percent personal
income-tax cut scheduled for July 1 gress recognized and stated that its
and the outlays from the budgeted in- first responsibility, once the recession
crease in defense spending will com- has run its course, is to recapture the
bine to give the economy a real shot in revenue base needed to finance
the arm. Rising federal revenues, if defense and domestic services and
accompanied by continued congres- close the huge deficit gap.
If the President will acknowledge
sional economies, will move the
government toward a balanced the need for counter-cyclical fiscal
udget, thus forestalling a revival of policy today and the Congress will
recognize that means higher taxes
inflation and high interest rates.
Every step of that cheerful scenario tomorrow, then we may get out of this
is suspect and, cumulatively, the mess with our shirts on.

Focus

What next? Designer chocolates?
As you may have noticed, the dress
designers are putting their name on
every product from pillowcases to
automobiles. So I shouldn't have been
surprised to see that Bill Blass. one of
America's leading couturiers, was
now designing chocolates.
The copy in the ad read, "Bill Blass,
renowned for brilliant interpretations
of American fashion, has teamed with
the true aristocrat of chocolate,
Godiva, to create a unique confectionary collection."
How does a fashion designer create
a collection of chocolates? Maybe
like this:
"Where U the master?"
"Hush, he is in his atelier working
on bonbons for Mother's Day."
"Renee, come in here right away."
"Yes, master."
"I believe I've got it. Look at these
sketches. What do you think?"
"It's divine, master."
"I've filled the bust of the chocolate
vith raisins, brought in the waist with
vanilla cream, and put butter crunch
on both hips."
"Quelle inspiration! Christian Dior
in his greatest days would have never
though to it."

Focus
by Art Buchwald
Syndicated Columnist

"Now look at this sketch. I call this
'Evening in Vienna.' "
"It's so gorgeous it makes your
mouth water."
"I've put nuts on the outside like sequins, so that you can see them before
you bite into the bonbon. Most
designers hide their nuts inside the
chocolate and you don't know they're
there. But if you put the nuts, like so,
it not only adds luster to the outside,
but it says 'I'm yours.' "
"I can't wait to see it in a box."
"Now this is my daytime chocolate
that you can eat at a lunch or fancy
tea."
"It's so simple and yet so chic."
"I've put a tiny dash of Grand Marnier in it so it will make you feel
naughty."
"Oh, master, only you would think

Lettersi
Removing the blanket to check for injuries was acceptable, but to leave the
blanket at the victim's feet with his
shirt unbuttoned and pant legs rolled
up in 40 degree weather does little to
We are two nursing students who facilitate the conservation of body
happened to be at the scene of a train- hast
car accident last weekend on Clough
We will not expand furt' °r at this
Street. We would like to make a few point, except to suggest to th. se men,
suggestions in connection with that and any others in this field who do not
remember the basic care of victims,
accident.
First of all, the actions of the to enroll in the First Aid course ofparamedics who answered the call fered at the University.
Our second suggestion is to the city
were not up to par. For example, one
standard rule in emergency care is, if of Bowling Green. Conrail has informthere is any question of possible back ed us that the railroad crossing lights
injury, keep the victim as immobiliz- are the city's responsibility. May we
ed as possible. Being thrown from a ask that the railroad crossing lights
car after it has hit a train could on Clough be fixed! They have been
definitely cause back injury. We do blinking continuously for over a year,
not believe that turning the victim's and because of this people have failed
head from left to right to check for to pay heed to these.
wounds constitutes immobilization.
If the case happens to be that they
Furthermore, the paramedics could are supposed to blink continuously,
be given a pointer or two in shock please fix the flashers at Lehman
prevention. Rule number one is to Ave. railroad crossing, which do not.
keep the victim as warm as possible. Then there will be some congruency

Student nurses
urge corrections
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of putting a liqueur in a plain
chocolate bonbon.'
"Now over here in the upper lefthand corner of the box I've designed a
caramel. But it's not an ordinary
caramel. One layer is brown, one
layer is pink and one layer is
peppermint."
''The candy critics will go crazy
when they see it. Even Yves St.
Laurent never put brown, pink and
peppermint in the same caramel."
''Wait, there's more. Look at this
one."
"A seashell chocolate?"
"That's what it looks like. But when
you strip off the chocolate, there is a
tiny white saltwater taffy ball inside.
Elizabeth Taylor will go nuts over this
one."
"Mondieu. No wonder they call you
the greatest bonbon designer in the
world."
"I've saved the best for last."
"A perfect chocolate sparrow's
egg?"
"And what do you think is inside?"
"Tell me, master. I can't stand the
suspense."
"A jellybean."
"I think I'm going to faint."

Starve all story-eating computers
This is my first time writing a column or editorial, mostly because I
have to be pretty angry to resort to
expressing myself in words in order to
bring a problem to the attention of
other people. But this past week has
left me with bald spots on my head
from ripping my hair out and and
broken knuckles from punching walls.
Let me begin by saying that typing
this on paper is quite a difficult experience for me.
You see. when 1 first entered the
School of Journalism as a freshman,
my professors told me in class that I
must learn to begin typing my
thoughts on paper rather than writing
them. So, after countless illegibly
typewritten papers that were turned
into my professors, I mastered the art
of thinking over the racket of my own
typewriter. I was now a true
journalist.

puter agreed to allow the copy to go
into print.
Now I do not recall being told in
journalism classes to eet used to
rewriting a story three of four times,
and spending all my waking hours
by Scott Sleek
typing words on to a screen and watching them disappear.
News staff reporter
True, I should always make a printout of my story, which I have done,
they break down more than they but it would be nice if I could have at
least enough time to complete a story
work.
It seems somewhat amusing and at before it kisses me good-bye.
the same time aggravating that at the
After all this trauma, I have decidbeginning of the week I told an acquaintance that while many of my col- ed to return to the primitive method of
leagues had lost their beloved stories typing my stories on paper. I know
to the VDTs, I had been fortunate that print on my pp.per won't walk off
enough to save all mine. I have the page or erase itself.
always made a printout of each story
Paper is my friend, and will always
as soon as I completed it.
It's as though someone upstairs who be. However, I know that with comhas it out for me heard me saying puterization taking over even the
these words and decided I was speak- smallest of newsrooms, I will have to
ing too soon. For within the span of 24 accept the fact that I must always
hours I lost two stories that were work with a VDT.
But I can say now that our working
nearly completed, and to make matters worse I had to type that second relationship will be much like that of a
story over twice more before the com- cobra and a mongoose.

Focus

But to my dismay, I found this as
not the end.
I had been warned about the
dangers of the monstrous story-eating
video display terminals from experienced journalists with whom I
was acquainted and from watching
episodes of Lou Grant in which Rossi
would lose important stories in the
computer system.
But when the News switched to a
If you would like to comment on something in the News or anything of incomputer system this fall and I was
terest to the campus or community, write to the News.
told how much more efficient and
The letter or guest column should be typewritten, triple-spaced and signeasier they were to use, I was thrilled.
ed. Include your address and telephone number for verification.
Now, rather than seeing my thoughts
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that are
printed on to a piece of paper, I could
in bad taste, malicious or libelous.
watch them on T.V.
Address your comments to: Editor of The BG News. 106 University Hall.
But I have found that VDTs are like
so many revolutionary, new invenin what people should pay attention to tions that come into our grasp, in that
in relation to a train approaching.
by Garry Trudeau
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gates until after lives had been
sacrificed.
We hope you will, if not admit to
your ignorance, at least make the few
corrections we discussed. You are
responsible for the safety of Bowling
Green residents, please take this
responsibility seriously.
Ann Keaton
on-campus mailbox 2738
Colleen Slatlery
on-campus mailbox 4962

'Rock alternative'
turning top forty
Last year I was pleased to hear
WBGU-FM playing an outstanding
variety of good music. I feel they
earned the name "the rock alternative" which they chose to use. With
commercial radio being dominated
Si corporate advertising dollars, peoe interested in new and diverse
types of music have been spared from
listening to Pop forty songs played
over and over and over again. WBGU
has been a breath of fresh air. Punk,
reggae, jazz, clasical, and many other
types of good music have been getting
airplay.
Recently, however, WBGU seems
to be changing their format. Apparently, DJs have been pressured to
stick to a top forty format, new wave
records have been disposed of, (I
have requested several records lately
and have been told "we don't have
that one anymore") and obscure
groups have been getting less and less
air time. Tell me ft isn't so! If I hear
"Stairway to Heaven" one more time
I'll puke!
John Schalar
244 E. EntarprlM
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BG logThe Wood County Disaster Services Agency will conduct a
COUNTY-WIDE SIREN TEST
tomorrow between 10 a.m. and
noon for those jurisdictions participating in the wood County Warning System.
A FEMALE ATHLETE
MEDICAL SEMINAR will be held
at 2 p.m. Sunday in the fourth floor
lounge of Harshman/Dunbar.
A video tape titled "THE
MEDICAL CONSEQUENCES OF

NUCLEAR WAR" will be shown at
8 p.m. Monday in the Faculty
Lounge of the Union. The tape will
be highlighted by footage from the
bombing of Hiroshima. The presentation is sponsored by the Social
Justice Committee and is free and
open to all.
The RESIDENT STUDENT
ASSOCIATION will meet at 7:30
p.m., Monday, in the Assembly
Room of McFall Center. Members
of residence hall programming
boards and all interested students
are urged to attend.

NewsbriefsFrat runs football to Muncie
Members of the Sigma Chi
fraternity at Ball State University
ran the game football for the BGSU
vs. Ball State Mid-American Conference football game from here to
Muncie, ending today.
The run of approximately 170
miles is in the memory of L. Carl
Anderson, a Ball State graduate
who was a member of Sigma Chi.
He was fatally injured in an
The News incorrectly reported in
yesterday's story on Women
balance motherhood, careers" that
Dr. Pat Remmington wrote her
dissertation during the second half

automobile accident in September.
The fraternity is being assisted
in this project by the Marathon Oil
Co.. which is providing the gas that
will be used, and Stokely-Van
Camp, Inc., which will provide
Gatorade for the runners.
All proceeds from the run will be
divided between the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation and the L.
Carl Anderson Memorial Scholarship Fund at Ball State.
of the last summer session. She
wrote it in 1977 and received her
Ph.D. in 1978. The News regrets the
error.
Yogurt

CONVERSE
HI AND LOW TOPS
15 % OFF
JACLAR
HAND LOW
15% OFF
BROOKS 20% OFF
RUNNING SHOES ALL STYLES
TENNIS RACQUETS AND
WARM-UP SUITS
25% OFF
SWEAT PANTS AND HOODED
SWEATSHIRTS 20% OFF
BASKETBALLS AND FOOTBALLS
40% OFF
LADIES SWIMSUITS
70% OFF
6000 THRU NOV. H

LOCKER ROOM
112 S. MAIN

Major courses of study trouble some students
by Von Regan Davis
Naws raporter

The next time you are in a large
gathering of University students,
listen to the conversation around you.
Invariably, people will be talking
about the number one thing on a student's mind-their major course of
study.
Dr. Nancy Wygant, counseling
psychologist for the Counseling and
Career Development Center, said this
is not unusual.
"I wish I had a tape recorder
sometimes when I'm in the Union,"
Wygant said. "Everyone talks about
his major."
WYGANT HEARS about majors in
another situation. As the University's
career development coordinator, she
works extensively with
undergraduates who are having trouble deciding on majors that match
their career aspirations, which she
said is more prevalent today.
"In the 1950's, mostpeopfe made a
definite decision as freshmen. But
from the 1960's on, because of increased opportunities in so many different
fields, we have a greater number of
'undeclared' students. Presently, between 50 and 60 percent of all freshmen
are unsure of their majors," Wygant
said.
The University provides a variety
of programs designed to assist
Ice Cream

students in picking a career and a
suitable major course of study.
Darlene Thomas, an advisor and
career counselor in the College of Arts
and Sciences, sees the various internship programs as an important element in making a final decision on a
future vocation.
"Employers look favorably on a
student who interns. It helps very
much in career decisions. Vou can try
a field that you are interested in
without committing yourself to a permanent job," Thomas said.

To apply for the Liberal Studies program, a student must have
sophomore status with a 2.0 GPA. Application may be made through the office of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
TllE COUNSELING and Career
Development Center provides free
counseling services to students. This
includes assistance with educational,
career, personal, and social concerns.
The Center contains the Career
Educational Library, in which written
and audio-taped information on
academic majors, careers, and colleges and universities are available.
When students are finally sure
about what they want to do, many of
them lean toward business-related
fields, according to Morgan.
"Basically, the trend is toward
business," Dr. Morgan said.
"Students today are moving to
business as a reflection of our
materialistic society, where there is
more concern for wages than ever
before."
"Students see in business what they
want out of a job-the money, the demand, the occupational opportunities," Wygant said. This is not
necessarily tine, but this is what they
see. In a broad, generic sense, we live
in a business-oriented, capitalistic
society, and today's students are
much more aware of this."
BUSINESS has not always been so
popular, according to Wygant.

GENERALLY, to be eligible for an
internship, a student should have
achieved junior or senior status, and
possess a 2.5 accumulative grade
point average. Specific information
can be obtained at the appropriate
college office.
Academic advising and help in
career planning are available in each
college office and in the University
Division, which is part of the Center
for Educational Options. Dr. Joan
Morgan, University Division director,
says a number of students with unique
career goals also opt for the Liberal
Studies program.
"Often, if a student cannot find a
University-offered major that suits
their professional plans, we allow
them to design their own program of
study leading to the Bachelor of
Liberal Studies degree. This can open
a lot of doors for a student careerwise," Morgan said.

"In the late sixties and early seventies, there was more of a desire
among students to better the overall
'qualify of life,' and this was evident
in the popularity of the various social
service majors," Wygant said.
"Of course, not everyone goes into
business today. Many other fields are
experiencing growth such as health
services, humanities and social
services.
"We see many students gravitating
toward areas where the growth potential is greatest," Wygant said, ''areas
such as accounting, management information systems, computer
science, etc." But Wygant cites the
Colleges of Education and Health and
Community Services as ones that turn
out ''highly marketable
professionals."
THE COLLEGE of Musical Arts at
the University has also been growing,
and Wygant believes this is due to the
high Quality of the music program
here. The occupational opportunities
are limited, however, because of the
tremendous amount of competition
and the fact that "the world can only
support so many artists, musicians,
actors, etc.," according to Wygant.
In offering advice for students who
are having trouble deciding on a major that they can be happy with,
wygant suggests that, above all, "you
should take your time."
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GET READY FOR
COLD WEATHER!

[KAPPA
SIGMA)
proudly announces it's Fall 19811
pledge class

BUY A

HOODED
SWEATSHIRT
available in 8 colors
in all sizes.

Rick Morgan

Tim Hollern

Jack Screptock

Bill Katsaros

Mark Markley

Tim Krimm

Ron Liska
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Brian Swope

CHRISTMAS
DESIGN
CLASSES
You will design and complete
a different decoration
at each session
INSTRUCTOR SHIRLEY McGEE

Rob Gilson
Congratulations! The Brothers.

Kav. I, 10 •.■.-11 MM, MM. 11,14, It, 11,
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237 N. Prospect
Ph. 352-2794
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Mona. I've finally
decided where I'd like
to make my
career: State Farm!

State Farm?
Great Plowshares!
You're going to be
&«•& a soil tiller.
U^fc Living an
1

agrarian
ifestyle!

Come on now!
State Farm is
Virgil, you're going
an insurance
to be a salesman?
company.
How could you?
Even if they'd
have you...

Dixie Electric Co.
lac.
An Entertainment Utility

The Biggest In
Northwest OH
Sot. Kouenckt 7

Mona. there's more to insurance than
selling policies. Insurance is
^ opportunity.
Ay1 State Farm is
/,/ looking for people
interested in a data
processing career. I
don't have a computer
science degree but I do
have six hours of data
processing courses. So
I qualify!

No way. Mona. State
Farm is looking for men
and women with
any degree and
six to nine hours
of dataprocessing courses.
Gfcourse.
you've got to
'be interested in
a data
processing
career.

Virgil,
you're
putting
me on.

Yes, the biggest Nite Club in N.W. Oh.
will be opening its doors this Sat.
for the BIGGEST this area has to
offer. The biggest what you say??
Well, we will be looking for the
biggest nose, mouth, feet or whatever.
We will also be featuring BIGGEST
drinks; the Jimmy Durante
Highball, The Dolly Parton Fizz
and last but certainly not least The
Johnny Holmes Cocktail. Also, we
will be having our BIG Midnight
Madness in which almost everything
at the bar is [k puce.

Good grief! They're
" omnivorous.
No. but they're also interested in
people in mathematics,
accounting, law and
actuarial sciences.
Incidentally,
the pay is
great!
Uh. Virgil, wear a clean pair
of jeans to the inierview.

For Information on career opportunities at State Farm write Ron Prewitt. Assistant Director. Homo Office
Personnel Relations, One State Farm Ptaia, Btoomlngton. Illinois 61701 ot contact your Campus Placement Director, or vtelt the State Farm Recruiter on campus November 10,1981
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES Homo Offices: Btoomlngton Illinois An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Court rules landlords liable for injuries
resulting from failure to make repairs
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Tile Ohio
Supreme Court, in one of two cases
favoring tenants, has reversed a
stand it took last year in a landlordtenant case.
The backer of a bill spawned by the
court's earlier decision say his bill is
still needed.
In its most recent ruling, the court
said landlords may be held liable for
injuries that occur as a result of their
failure to make needed repairs to rental property.
It also said landlords could be held
responsible for damages by independent workmen who were negligent in
making repairs.
JUSTICES SAID last year a
landlord could not be held liable for
damages suffered as a result of a
failure to comply with duties imposed
under the state's landlord-tenant act
of 1974.
CHEEOMUNGA

CHEEOMUNGA

Sen. Michael Schwarzwalder (DColumbus) introduced a bill making
landlords subject to liability. His bill
awaits a vote in the Senate.
Noting the 4-3 decision Wednesday,
he said action on the bill should proceed in the event of another change of
court opinion.
In its new stand, the court said a
"landlord is liable for injuries, sustained on the demised residential
premises, which are prozimately
caused by the landlord's failure to
fulfill the duties imposed by state
law."
THE DECISION came in a Columbiana County case in which Louella
Shroades alleged she was injured due
to failure of Rental Homes Inc. to
make necessary repairs to stairs
leading to her apartment.
According to court records, the

CHEEOMUNGA

CHEEOMUNGA

East Liverpool fire chief inspected
the premises in June 1977 and found
the stairs defective. On July 20,1977,
Shroades was injured and hospitalized when a step collapsed and she fell
through the opening.
A jury awarded her $15,000 plus interest in a decision that was later
upheld by a state appeals court. The
Supreme Court affirmed the ruling.
Chief Justice Frank Celebrezze
agreed with the appeals ruling that
state law imposed a duty on the
landlord to keep the stairs in repair
and made the landlord subject to
liability for failure to repair them
after reasonable notice.
IN ANOTHER CASE, the court said
landlords who hire contractors to
repair rental units may be sued for
damages workmen cause.
The 5-2 decision was in a 1977 case
in which Terry and Linda Strayer fil-

CHEEOMUNGA

CHEEOMUNGA

ed suit against owners of the Columbine Apartments, Cincinnati.
The suit alleged a workman hired
by the landlords negligently caused a
fire in the Strayer's leased apartment
while trying to repair plumbing.
The building owners, Mark and Rita
Lindeman, denied responsibility.
A MOTION FOR a summary judgement in their favor was overruled Dy
the trial court. A state appeals court
granted the request.
The high court reversed that ruling,
saying the trial court was right.
"We hold today that when a
landlord employs an independent contractor to make repairs in compliance
with the statutory duties imposed by
state law, the landlord cannot thereby
insulate himself from liability arising
out of the negligent performance of
those repairs," Justice William
Sweeney wrote.

CHEEOMUNGA

Wife advertises her hubbie, puppies
DOVER, Ohie (AP)-The ad offered cute puppies or an angry husband, and Shelley Cook got inquiries on both.
The rural Cover woman ran a
classified ad in The Dover-New
Philadelphia Times Reporter that
read: "Husband says either he or
puppies must go. Puppies are half
Solden retriever, playful, cute.
usband is cross and unsympathetic. Your choice free."
"Yes, quite a few wanted my
husband and not the puppies,
Mrs. Cook said. "But it looks like

I'm going to have to keep him
because the puppies are going
good."
MRS. COOK SAID that of the 10
puppies, only two were left
yesterday.
Most of the responses, she said,
were from women. "And most of
them asked me about my husband,
what he looked like and how much
money he made," she said.
"One older man called and gave
me the dickens for treating my nusband like that."

CHEEOMUNGA

Insilco National Squash Tournament

D Championships

CHI - OMEGA PRESENTS:
i<

Housed over in Student Recreation Center,
on Squash Courts.
Dates: November 21, 1981
Fee: $3.00 per player

CHEE - 0 - MUN&A 81
COME GET NATIVE WITH US!!

3

in

I

0

i

<

Make checks payable to USSRA
give checks directly to Mrs. Lvnn Sager
sign up on offical Entry Sheet at Student Recreation Center

Entries & Money Due by Nov. 11,1981
(No Late entnes can be accepted)
Insilco Tournament T-Shlrts will be provided to all players.
Additional prizes for winners. Winners will qualify for Districts
on Jan. 3 & 4. 1982 Sponsored by: Insilco Co.
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Lisa (Steve
Dawn (rrank
I-Ann S Ban
lancy t Ban
Laura C Chip
Lynda C Bob
Bonnie C Tango
EarenCKttce
Holly C Steve
lynnette C "Bird"
Jean C Casey
Teresa (Mark
Ml (Jim
Bebe C Marty
Brenda C Ban
Carin fi Paul
Judi ( Casanova
Lu C Stramy
Jen C Bale
Jenny (Keith
KB (Scott
Cm ("ffl"
Anne C Costa
Carrie C Blacky
Kim (Steve
Parti (Ban
Stephanie (Keith
Beth (Mich

Annie (Joey
Krina (John
Kelly (Brian
Chris (Mike
Diane (lob
Cheryl (JeH
Connie (Jeff
Joani (Tony
Katie C Rich

Ticki (Mike
Penny ( Bave
Mary Jo (Bob
Susan ("Caio"
Sana C Bertke
Debbie C Dreg
Lorraine (Deane
Kerry C Mark
Kay (Jell
Julie (Jon
Barbie (Joe
Terry ( Terry
Peggy C Scott
Diana C Woody
Terri (Kenny
Mary (Fete buddy
fltane (Benny
Laurie (Wlam
Bra C Bank
Beth (Scott
Rita (Stuart
JodySBich
CathiCLongA
Karen (Bon
Paula (George
Ash (Brie
Mer C Bate
Kaufman (Sate

Lisa C Pal

Mary (Brian
Jill C Shawn
T.J. (Dirts
Sana (Cralg
Karen (Ban
Lisa (Bave
Pam ("81s"
Margaret (Mark
Marianne (leal
Linda (Bonnie
Kelly (Baryl
lancy (Mike
Jennifer (Uck
Martha (Mark
Jeanne (Terry
Sonja (Tom
Beth (Bruce
flwen( Jim
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STUDENT B6bY CONSTITUTION

HAPPY HOURS
CELEBRATION
TODAY, 3-5 p.m.
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ALL STUDENTS WELCOME!
happy Hour Prices: 3-5 p.m.
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Dinner
for 2
Only $4.50;
Includes a 12"
1 item pizza plus
1 quart of cola
One coupon per pizza
Expires in 3 weeks.
Customer pays deposit
Fast, FnM Delivery
Good at participating
locations

2001
(earth)
(space lab)

(earth)

(space lab)
(earth)

"Ring"
"Domino's Pizza, may I
take your order?"
"This is space lab 3X0B
and we'd like to order a
large 16" Deluxe pizza
with real dairy cheese."
"Domino's Pizza always
uses only 100% real
dairy cheese and our
delivery is free!"
"Really?Great...how
long will it take ?"
"We'll shuttle your pizza
to your hatch in 30 minutes
or less"

DE rsllRO • DU\ALL
Domino's Pizza Delivers.
Our drivers carry less than
$10.00- 11-nil.d CMrl<v.r> arM
CIMI DomrAOl Plxza. Inc

Fast, free delivery
1616 E. Wooster
393-1939

MrlBk^M^^
WHO MEVtJ "JO \ ^owt" «"°

Som. nor*. o"a* <'— cuoa ol
cot. *t*ch *nM th. quart

^T-l,"Bi!*™™^,.—^»^-T— P^ffC
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Dinner
for 4
Only $6.50;
Includes a 16"
1 item pizza plus
1 quart of cola.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires in 3 weeks.
Customer pays deposit.

i 9:30pmw
SATURDAY MATINEE AT 2:00pm
SUNDAY MATINEES AT 2:00 8. 4.00pm

•I

2ND BIG WEEK
IN BOWLING GREEN!!

Fact, Free Delivery
Good at participating
locations
Som. atorM o*.' IrM cup. 0»
col. when MMd m. Quart
l!.-03/230t

PATERNITY

^ 2:00 S
3:45pm

Tkt K New No«takn », 1*1 S

British royal couple expecting heir
LONDON (AP)-Britons rejoiced
yesterday over news that Princess
Diana is expecting a baby next June,
a prince or princess who will be second in line to the British throne.
The announcement by Buckingham
Palace came little more than three
months after the HMrear-old daughter
of an earl married Prince Charles in a
spectacle watched by millions around
the world.
Queen Elizabeth II and members of
both families were delighted, said the
palace.' "The queen was personally informed of the news by the prince and
princess some days ago, said the
Salace, and Diana was "in excellent
ealth."

Father-to-be Prince Charles,
responding to a luncheon toast to the
royal couple, spoke of his "dear wife"
and said he looked forward to telling
his child of the July 29 wedding at St.
Paul's Cathedral.
BOOKMAKERS William Hill Ltd.
took bets on whether it will be a boy or
girl. Odds were narrowly in favor of a
male heir with a 50-1 chance of twins.
The child, whether girl or boy, will
be next in line of succession to
32-year-old Prince Charles. Its title
would be Prince or Princess of Wales.
In the House of Commons, a motion
of congratulations wished the
princess "excellent health and

suitable self-indulgence during her
confinement."
Diana-watchers had been saying
the 5-foot-9 princess was looking thin,
although she didn't seem fazed by a
grueling tour of rain-drenched Wales
Last week. And she dazzled onlookers
Wednesday at the state opening of
Parliament. Arriving for her first
state occasion in a horse-drawn carriage, she looked radiant in a white
satin V-neck gown and diamond tiara.

At the Prince of Wales pub in Tetbury village, near the couple's
Gloucestershire mansion, manager
Susan Dyer said: "The regulars are
thrilled to bits. We'll all raise our
glasses to them."

THE PALACE said Diana plans to
fulfill her engagements for now, including a a tour next week of Duchy of
Cornwall farmland the prince owns in
southwest England.

The princess' father, the 8th Earl
Spencer, said he was "absolutely
thrilled' after Diana called him with
the news.
Diana has frequently spoken of her
love for children. When the prince
proposed, she was a part-time teacher
at the Little England kindergarten in
London's Pimlico district and
regularly goes back to see her former
wards.

the president, whose chief proposal
for the control of crime seems to be a
huge expansion of the prison system.
Crime and its containment,
however, is only one thread in the
fabric of evil which Reagan has
outlined. More broadly, he and the
police chiefs to whom he spoke, who
Interrupted his address some 30 time
for applause, cast the entire planet into a universe of good and evil. More
even than crime, the watchword for

that evil is the spectre of flaming
terrorism.
Terrorism in this new moral order
has taken on the character of a wild
demon seed, blowing across the
mountains and the plains of the earth.
It takes root in the evil corner of
men's hearts, already grown large by
the collapse of moral authority. It
spawns public disorder and leaves us
all trembling in the jungle of rape,
murder and mayhem.

Criminals_!z!^!!!:
until well after the Civil War.
There was a fundamental presumption, however, that the ordinary
citizen was not prone to evil as a condition of being, and that indeed is
what underlay the development of the
penitentiary in the 1820s and '30s
when the country experienced its first
real wave of professional career
criminals. The penitentiary, an invention of Philadelphia Quakers, was to
be a plain, well ordered hall of con-

finement where the wayward citizen
might reflect silently, penitently,
upon his failures and thereby be
reformed.
That prisons and penitentiaries in
fact became and continue to be
graduate schools of professional
crime, places that nearly all police
agree toughen the criminal and provide new networks of illicit opportunity, is an irony which has brought little
solace either to the reformers or to

| Runaway relates horror
of
street life to Senate
WASHINGTON (AP)-A 17-year- friends of his family, said John
old runaway, sexually abused at
age 7 and a male prostitute at 15,
told a Senate subcommittee yesterday he hopes other children "don't
grow up too quick and don't try."
"Stay home and stay a boy as
long as you can," advised the
youngster from Louisville, Ky..
who was identified only as "David"
to help guard his anonymity.
Photographs were prohibited.
Testifying before a Senate
Judiciary subcommittee on
juvenile justice, he described his
troubled childhood as one marked
by drug dependence and uncertainty over his sexual identity.
HE FLED HOME at age 12,
David said, and soon became a
"hustler" who would "sell his body
nine out of ten times to older men
for as much as $45 "a trick."
Sen. Arlen Spencer (R-Pa.), the
subcommittee chairman, said
there are one million runaways annually in "a problem that has
reached epidemic proportions." He
asked David what advice he would
give to others who are considering
running away from home.
"Try listening every once in a
while." he repfied. "Parents are
usually right. It's surprising."
David was subjected to fondling
and oral sex at age 7 by adult male

Rabun. who runs a center for abused children In Jefferson County,
Ky.
DAVID SAID the experience did
not lead directly to his flight from
home. But he said it has left him
with resentf ulness and uncertainty
over his sex role.
"I'm straight. I'm not gay," he
said. "But with the hustling it (the
childhood experience) put
something in my mind. I'm not
sure I'm straight. A lot of people
have told me 'you wouldn't hustle if
you were totally straight.'"
David said that since he spent
three months at a treatment center
in Minnesota he is on the right
track, doing without drugs, alcohol
and hustling.
"Are your hustling days over?'"
Specter asked.
"YES, SDt," the young man
replied firmly. "I learned I can be
somebody if I want to."
But the Rev. Bruce Ritter, who
runs a Times Square shelter for
youngsters in New York City, said
other young boys and girls are not
as fortunate.
He testified that the "sex industry" in America is run by "evil
and greedy men" in organized
crime who are immune from
prosecution.
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SPECIAL TWOPERSONRATE

3 Mdroom Aplv I B«lroom Apt,. Efficiencies
FURNISHED.. UNFURNISHED

• gas heat
• swimming pool
• party room
• game room
• sauna

• all utilities Included
except lights
• laundry facilities
available
214 Napoleon 352-1195

CANCER
CAN BE BEAT.
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American
Caneer Society f.

I TO IT
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*but you have to make it fit!
FIRST PRIZE
•'All-Sports Pass
^2 reserve seat tickets for the
BG-UT game.
•An autographed team photo.
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WIN

RUNNER-UP
•2 reserve seat tickets tor the
BG-Miamigame.
s An autographed team photo.
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ALL ENTRIES RECEIVE A 1981-82 TEAM PHOTO

Support the falcon Basketball team by using your
spirit to write a slogan for the falcon Scoreboard.

Cinema !*«)«

IM PIAZ*
~ GBEEN
P" 3S2 0?l

Bssa^^l: mm

All slogans must tit the following requirements:
• Each slogan must "tit" in two lines of 18 characters per line.

ONLY!!

• Words cannot be hyphenated between lines and the spaces between words
are counted in the 36 spaces.
• Apostrophes (') and dashes (-) are the only punctuation marks
available and count as one space each.
- ENTRIES ARE DUE NO LATER THAN NOV. 30 Stud yMf .login to: SCOREBOARD SPIRIT CONTEST
Athletic Promotions Ottice Stadium, BGSU

-AVIATION
-BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
-ENGINEERING
-PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
-INTELLIGENCE

Applicants should be no older than 34 years
old, have a BS/BA degree (summer graduates
may inquire), be able to pass aptitude and
physical examinations and qualify for security
clearance. U.S. citizenship required.
SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE
OR CALL COLLECT 419-352-7236,
INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD MONDAY NOVEMBER 9th AND
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 10th.
ALSO VISIT US IN THE STUDENT CENTER NOVEMBER 9th
AND 10th.

NAVY
************)R^*******************************1.**********
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m SIDEDOOR ENTERTAINMENT PRESENTS
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STACY miiviniMii
MITGHHART «& KEN
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COWDEH TONIGHT
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6-11 U.lll.
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SIDEDOOR UNION ADMISSION $1.
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Here come the
Hot n Hearties.s2.99
Dutch Pantry's hot and hearty sandwich specials
turn cold days into special occasions for borti lunch and
dinner. Each sandwich is served with a kettle of our
A . . delicious homemade soup. Specials
j£V\*lmJn ava'lable ever) day from II a.m.
Hot
■Ay^jJ*"*/^ till closing. Limited time only.
Meatloaf
"■O-ytt ' Bowling Green 1-75 at Rt. 64
Sandwich
Perrysburg 175 & Rt. 20
and Soup
s
Open-faced -

r

MW

n» fntndHt frnnt, Plan

not

TUrkey
Sandwich
and Soup
Open-faced
sandwich of
^ sliced roast turkey
r , with gravy and
mashed potatoes'.

sandwich with

slices of our •—
special Dutch
Roast Beef.
Pantry Meatloaf
Sandwich ' .
and Soup if/ .-J.w\th gravy and ^^
Open-faced >^^^%.mashed potatoes^, Wf\
sandwich of ^^k~~~
—'
^;~jr'
sliced roast beef. -.^V*"
with gravy and -^

not

Stop in for

LUNCH...
Eat in — Pick up —
or Delivery at
U a.m. Mon.-Fri.
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■—cpa\g for MHwhi mtmocmt*e*

CLASSED JOURNAL
CM 172 3T13 •

H*

C*

Scon
m

•«t~ 0 372M26LO«T MAN S DIGIT Al HMO WATCW M
MON 6 I M HOCKEV GAME IICE
AREMAI anvAROorrcMO SUTW
NO QUESTIONS
WWOIOWID

MMfy i peaesai MJMMMM
conrr»oop»A» aeong. witrt <na*"1#" For

OHM OMUMOA

m

4 MOCt Hope you guys had a greM

BORM

your Mna •

terent

I can't waR lor you to go achvo

SAE Oodlather proudly welcomes Jamie

352 4140

weekend I know I dk) Too bad you tost
Ha' Hs! 380 Dont lorgat what Frsdrja

LIGHT NO OEPOSfT REOLHRED IF MTERESTED PHONE 352-7039

Qwena to 'THE FAMILY."

Store VVMoma

LOOKING FORWARD TO A GREAT TME

-■»« 2413I7|

• I .»

CuAlom

GET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT TIME F»

TtARROC*.

DAY NIGHT'

THE KfYtt CALL TODAY

yvu>

grouo 01

Low—I inmi'MlMi an iry

c*i Tan

•a*, that Friday raght wR Da a g>aai laa

ENLIGHTENMENT

Lore, tna Alpha Xi a

WH.L THE CANDLE BURN OUT?

JOW FREE2E, Happy Birthday 4 Mil

LOST Yogi Bear Watch

bonds" We Ore you Your ectove Stater*

Hacy'tHaM-m .

■riehaa from lha Janitor who claanad up

Sentimental Value

50 cants could gat you 10 or 5 dokws

MM afl any haa-oalor aarvlca

your ''TachrOcotor Yawn" at Sam li
ThaBnHhara.

Call Tracy at 2-4140

worth of

Alpha XI Actives

Class's Sam B s gift cerMicate raffle Orew-

KO'a

a little reminder ol how eaclled 4 happy

mga tor 4 $10 00 4 2 SS 00 cons wi be
Nov

Charf H' Cau 153-5415

Thank* tor tha graal gooDan gat

ALMOST

OF

OVER-

CN O Neophytes-The day a. drawing near
wa cant wart to welcome you into tha

BEER" Through ATO Pledge

PLUS

says Oh we* batter luck nsxt year Hop*
to ass my budrkss'' agam soon Love ya
much Mananne
Graceful
P S Don t

«• otoan, mat pamied. 67.000 m radass.
AM FM
runs great' Must Sea'
$2760-best 1422 2684 anyhme
Miniature

Wa are seeking s reporter photographer lor

2 $ 1 5 00 tickets 10 Nov 7 Bob Dylan con

lo

sublease

apt

Ifl For rto can 2 269B

Sublet efficiency AvaaabM) Dae 20 Al
LMksspard $150-'mo Cal 352 2704 or
354 1313
t

F

rmte

needed

Ntca

2 bdrm

Salary

resume or

apply

ptoa
to

benefits

Wapakonete

News 8 WMpa) St
PO
Wapakoneta. OH 45895

Bo*

Dairy
3fW.

patt CaS Martha si 352 1738

wR pay $25 iKket Dan 352-41 76
1 OR 2 F M NEEDED TO SHARE HOUSE

Copperlone 1 2 cube " refrigerator Asking
$60 00 Cal 352-7*67
Several 10 speed bS.es l*a New' Trade m
i CM 352 7*6 7

HELP WANTED

November rant

Wsnied 2 Ftotang Stones ticket* tor Detroit

cert m Arm Arbor Caen 352 922*

Sand

2

bathroom turn apt neit to campus Avail
lor iraTiadatta occupancy

December

Part Urns direct cars a*M at rastoannel

Moose Home 10 ft ■ 50 It 2 bdrm located

lacata* tor nvsntsfly retarded adults Must

Brim

bo H S graduate and twn prewous work
oxperamco Please apply si Wood Lane

679-6206
MG Midget convertible

ReaidantjM Services

352-1907

11160 Gypsy Lane.

Park

$3,500

72

Reasonable

Bowtmg Green 8 4 30 weekdays E E O

NAPPY 32ND FLY' YOU'RE AN OLD MAN

OVERSEAS JOBS-Sommer: year lound

Congratulations lo lha BEST laam on

NOW! LOVE LIL DENISE. ORAND III JULI

TO CAMPUS $87 MO PLUS UTIL CAU
BETSY 352 5016

Hay Kappa Sega Pta Mu a are tooking forward to our 2nd annual noataga tea' Wa

campus Goose Rusty Duck Poodle Turf

4 GREAT QRANO MrCHELE

I or 2 F flmtas for Wmlar 4 Spring Otr

$600-$ 1200 mopmry

can t wwt lo ba Udnappad' Soa ya in Uran'
Lore ThaPhiMu's

Haw* Clueless Mult Lynus Giison 4
special honor lo NrB lor doing it whan n

Sislsra ol Alphs Phi-one weak Irom today,

•ifo Wraa UC Bo» 52-OH3 Corona Del

on Fnday the I3tn Beta Fto wai make >ts

Fum Api $318.0* Satoc Cot352 2280
after 5pm

counted most. The Brothers.

presence NaT Gat psychsd lor data party'
.-..,r •M-*\*f> •• B«I<| Ro

1 F rmte wanted winter 4 spring Low rsnt

STRONG MALE NEEDED FOR HEAVY UPTING WORK ON TUES. AND FRI. FROM 1

4 bdrm turn house lor 4 students $300

TO 4 APPLY AT THE UPTOWN!

mo pkjsutl 352 7454 before noon

* OROtR

YOUR

1M2

YEAR-

To my Bhj: I am looking lorward to tha

FOSTERR!
All FOATERS $1 SO

FOR WTR AND SPR QRTS 3 MIN WALK

yaors togathar as part ol you 02 family.
Tnank you Lynn tor you kwa 4 friendship

The Brothers

WANTED a good feme with doubts me tun

AluWs pad lor e.copl stoc 354 1264

Loaa. LIIH.B.

Oulsep. Safes and Beef

at the Alpha Pr> Fal Data Party' Oat psych

F rmte tor Wtr 4 Spr OfrS 802 Stith Si

CONGRATS TO ANN WAHL 4 STEPH
WHITE ON THEIR JR PANHFL APPOINT

Chee-O la hare 4 ware ready lor a wild 4

■:■;'■■

CM 354-190*

crsiy lima! How about a*asTt P S Betas 4

Do psopM see your hands'' How about a

1 F

' ■

"-' . ■■■■'■ ajajj -■ away1

RMTE

FOR WINTER AND SPRING

MENTS A SPECIAL THANKS TO STEPH A

Chi Ol what a super combination' Love.

professorial meracure at THE ARRANGE

OTR OFF-CAMPUS APT

PRES' LOVE. ADPi PLEDGES

Annie, Teresa 4 Jeanne

MENT 352 4143 or 352 4101

BEHIND OFFENHAUER CALL 352-2443

SNAP IT ON
PIPE INSULATION

Sasswaa

■e

rlaassr rrtcs^C

VSE Nl LAY-AWAY

LADIES'

Jim Hensens

COWBOY BOOTC

MUPPET SLEEPING
BAGS

BRAND NEW.

1 Large bdrm

$160 mo 4 utl Furnrshr.-f
campus 353 2*71

BOOTS

Nylon tlwllf
DuPonl

3 stylet
to choose
froml!

dotron

lor boyl S Ql' 11

WEATHER STRIPPING
SPECIAL

r

Favorito muppots sleeping bog you'll love. Miss
Piggy S Iriends. Perfect
for slumber parties, on a
bunk, in a camper or boat.
Zip two together for two
sleepers, lightweight and
warm.

$

14

95

}<»-,

^idi

DELUXE '«'NCH
BACKGAMMON SET

60 FT.
S4.00 V.lut

w

£&»

HOT FUDGE
BROWNIE DELIGHT
Expires Nov. 15, 1981

99

Pkg.

CHALLENGE

1 »«t OM

»- D Q Co.0 Coe»-.«M If

fatt ploying board

ST ATI. ST S WOOSTI K ' 353H73S

FEATURES SOMETHING
DIFFERENT EVERY DAY...
TUESDAY. NOV. 10

WEDNESDAYNOV.il
QUICHE
VEAL CASSERCII I
CHEESE
SCREWDRIVER
SAN MIGUEL IPhikppinn)
GLOW WEIN

HOT TURKEY & GRAVY
SWISS STEAK
CORN CHOWDER
RUM & COKL
KOFF (Fintondl
GLOWWEIN

3

THURSDAY. NOV. 12

New! Glamorene
Shine Guards—
Cleans A
Protects
No-Wax
rioors.
Floors.

c

99 m
2SII.OI.

DAIST PLASTIC
SHEETING
is n.iisn.
, lit M. n.

$Q99

HUNTING KNIFE
Bone

shaofh

$40

95

style

handle.
leother

VOIUM

FRIDAY. NOV. 13

BEEF STEW
CORDON BLEU
GREEN BEAN & SPAETZEL
MARGARITA
FISCHER IFianc.)
GLOWWEIN

WELSH RAREBIT
FRIED SHRIMP
NEW ENGLAND CLAM CHOWDER
RUM & PAPAYA
KRAKUS IPoUndl
GLOWWEIN

ajftou

SCHRADE

I

SJ.I. Drop
forged jet.
HoroWd

Homebrew
appearing tonight & Saturday
Nov.6&7 9:30-1:30AM $1.cover

SATURDAY. NOV. 14
MINI HAM & CHFESE SUB SOUF"
(CUP)
BEEF STROGANOKF
ZUCCHINI
TEQUILA SUNRISE
MOLSON GOLDEN ALE (Canadal
GLOW WF.IN

HAPPY HOURS
SLIPPERY ROCK
• 4 - 6 pm DAILY
will appear Thursday night
Nov. 12 9:30-1:30 No cover

MYLES PIZZA PUB
516 E WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN

&

tempered
frsjnt 3 pot Wars
k.drHrytlop

afl EACH
PAIR I

MEN'S SHOES

M«ovy
duly
nyian
ouHr
titled potymtti libula >

HUNTERS VEST

Nickel chrome plotacH New brlort ot Ml
Mraorkmol price!! In BBJ ras MrrrJ
HAHDY t NKBSART

The Quality

AUTO SPOTLIGHT

lolian acrybc pal* hood m.
WMfcWW.

Dairg
Queen

LIMIT I PER COUPON AND 1 COUPON PER
CUSTOMER REDEEMABLE ONLV ON ITEMS SEL
LING AT REGULAR PRICE.

17 PC'/, in. Drive Socket Set

LADIES' WEDGE
SHOES

C-521-79
Color Spanish taddl*.

m

5 PC. DEEP WAIL
SOCKET SET
SAVE!

til quality H^hl i

LUNCH SPECIALS
MON

THURS

MONDAY;

11:00 AM

MON . WED
11:00 AM
2:00 AM
THURS
SAT
11:00 AM
3:00 AM
SUNDAY
3:30 PM

2:00 AM

2:00 PM

MINI PIZZA DAY

Have a 6 inch pizza with 2 items
& Bottomless pop for only $2.19
• (DELIVERY: With csn ol COKE is $2.75)

Our •ris^ Et* k«yt 1 prh
SM.tS

Stock No. 339-60.
Heavy
sponge
ityl* soles, vary
comtonobla

$795

3/8" drive set.
Sins 7/16"
1/2". 9/16"
5/8". 11/16"

f Pr.

TOOL BOX SALE!! METAL
admass. Ilia*
Hwvy
Gouo*

CGtOWttTsBiAlstA*^

NO

K nut

am

$2«

PISTOL WEB BELT
arsaa

TUESDAY:

>2»

SAVE ON
• Extra stitching at a
stress points.
• Shoulder recoil patch.
• Elastic shell loops, Inside Pockets.

AIR TOOLS
Lores Stock At All Stores

WXLHOUSE FURNfTURE KITChW SH

• Came pocket rubber
coated. ABSAP
gusieted $C95

!

*6

CANVAS
*Jswl sTeVVr

waa

37S' ff.2 o»|.
USvastM

SUBDAY

Have a small sub & Bottomless
pop for $1.95.
(DELIVERY: Wilh can ol COKE is S2.50)

WEDNESDAY;

CHEF SALAD DAY

Have a small chef salad with 3
slices of garlic bread &
Bottomless pop for $2.19.
(DELIVERY: With can ol COKE Is $2.75)

OMSISOU

GIANT METAL TANKER TRUCK
largeSliel
Colorful

Otr

1 bat Irom

TOWARDS THE PURCHASE OF

INSULATING FOAM TAPE
SM (nkn VALUE PACK
—w»-*
•*••"■»

cow wr* handle
Complete

FAMOUS "RAWUNGS"
HOCKEY GLOVES
HOCKEY PANTS

100.000 PAIR
i"9fSAI-EI1
Hooded A/ctk Insulated
Snow Sorts

Sublet for Wtr

CANCER CAN BE BEAT.

latoe rnarhen.
Lwtriertfte carry

NOW
ONLY

apt

dusties 352 5115

NOW

LADIES'FASHION

p for rent Ph 352-9378 or

shop with mentaty retarded adults Days
vary Contact Don Vlum Woodland b>

■xioded

OH WOMIll'S
TKRMAL UNDERWEAR

far Cal M*n ot eChartes 362 3948
Large Party r,

Subs needed to work m sheltered work

irnlructron
book

Lining 100% nylon. flH polyurethane.
100% nylon knit, machine wash I

Sobls etfic Wtr Quartar $160 or best of

American Cancer Society ±

«*• i%*r *

NOW
ONLY

Free

THISSPAC.t(l>NTBIWJTtI>PYTHtPI!BLISHtRASAPUWK '-ERVKt

SAVE k LOT!
awassWjr aa
Armlrml

S«ghtss*ng

Mar Ca 92625

DRIVE A LITTLE!

aiwnaB»oai$ia»ii.Hir«nii.»1iit.tr.M.,UT.iH»p.a
SBNMTIttalr'.M.

MEN'S OR LAOHJS' SKI JACKETS

Furpoe. S Amer . Austrsaa Ask* Al raids

352 758t

JOW SAMBO, whel's your favorite color'

•POtTCUOTONSTOBE
(PsitafcasaPkwe)

M4«

Cal

•

KAPPA SIGMA SOCCER

1004'supoH IPO's el Hems tee numerous to odvertlte I Sole now In progress! Sov»$$$

Slut SIS
17 H

Trassr

ma DO t

MfNDOMasASID.

■«»

Rd

ours1) Lot's gat togathar agam soon' Lova

31ST ANNIVERSARY SALE!! COME IN AND LOOK AROUND!!

ond

AKC

$l50-200-pravk»w now1" Can hold W K
mas CaBDanm352 QiSl axt 237

needed

quart* toa) lor rm* Our toaa mm you am

MU4.

nd

Daschunds

$!75mo For more »fo. cal 352 3401

Someone

Mara to have you as sisters. Thanka
Lore, Tha Fall Pledges.

(AMWM Itwa Pw* ceifce)

MEN'S NHON
VEST i

$1004*0

togathar' (Your daty aonga ara aa lun aa

Liquidators

(Carwara*

APT.

Data Wavs •rartad al guana' (and Nat

Kind
•im

IS

WEEK

Love. LM Mara

OOWTMHWITH)

MX: IM E WOOSTER

363-7011

you're Super

ING

FORTERSI

OroamfakO"

Sundance was fun Lars do 4 agam I thaw.

Sigma Cfta. if won't tana much tor you to

POtTMl ~~
•oroonpnmod l-vwtt A iport

TERRI RECK You re my Ekg 4 I Uvo you'
YOUR

FURN

Society EdNor posAon to bo fwsd by tola

LAMBOA CHI ALPHA ASSOCIATES DOACTIVE:

MUST SELL BY FRrOAY 1973 Datsun 240
2 M RMTES NEEDED TO SUBLEASE 2

lorgat Terry, you owe Sue1

C AMUR FORUM WEEK
HOVIIRPTW II. II, n

OFF tna good Unas toragN Oat paycnad

rot

WM>

Ep Brothers

lei s do .'■"

T-tMHTS

Taunts

engagement Boat ol luck to you Your SNJ

gat rowdy 4 stay out tore' TGIF' Tha Sralars
ol Alpha Ph.

l cNt'Tha AX a are ready to TEE

T-SMI«TS

Hay AcM-aV We're going bansnss lor our
first Chaao. Lore, The Fall Pledges.

OELT PLEDGES

CHI 0 PLEDGES SAY

352*143

Cor^M""*"** on your

Gal psychsd tor the relays1

ROOK. THI KEY. THt FRKE 0OE4 UP
•OOH CAU 1'2-0044

■tMOWALS

Mo

B 0 SWMraVaN' WOMEN

TO 0€T TOUR PORTRAIT IN THE 1M3

HURRY

10 D.I..

your

To tha brothers of Theta Ch. gel ready to

■vt Daal avar -it provaa wa maka a graal pair
' Oat paycftaq Tha CN O a

loumi

ol

party 4 dance don't hesitate wa want lo

inom wlowiMioi> c* ToWdo Moo»c« S»

•aeanoN

facsa

AT THE TEA THIS FRIDAY GET PSYCH-

■OR AWT. m+Mta.

$106 PER

TO MY OBU-TU *'BUDDIES'': TOM. JERRY

GmOo

Wsrtraea Or waiters, apply between 2-4 M
PsgkwSEsat

TO SHARE APT

makeup techniques •*• nssdod frjr del

CO'AOPt PLEDGES

MWO-W-Tttt kft TOUR LAST CHANCE

RMTE

ANO SPR QTRS

NAB. OESKVeERS ukanvwarafct how specs.

HEY SIGMA NU WE FALL PLEDGES ARE

COMMIQH

1 F

301 speakeri Call 3-30S7 4 ask lor OooM
ol Boddah Tha Brothers

30*7

VMaoaawaa looaoal per*** 1 pool
F<xo3 aw* and Ht* Ml on llafcj

MO PLUS ElEC CALL 352 *257

recanrer, t Techniques turrrtebie 4 2 Booa

Crag Nalrenlwal RM bra

Nor. Opan' the Gama Room 248 N Mar

FOR WTR

RANCH.

all ovar tha bathroom, la thai

maona m ■amng for you'" ACT NOW"
»<.»■■

WANTED

BEFORE YOU TALK -THE MEN AT THE
•mat M THE ARflNAGEMENT HAJR. SKIN 4

»? OR WHAT' Tha Brothara.

So

FULL THI KCECHff FROM YOUR TEETH
Have a specs* occssron? Let the makeup

JOW FOR SALE: 1 Harmon-Kardon stereo

on Sunday' Your bap. Pro

4620>

Irom campus. ■ utllitlsa mcludsd
SllTSQ/mo CM 352-29*9.

Cnarwnad stuRed Snoopy mawrng

you're doing tha Buchnall

avnoal hare

OwO

TOO STONED WALK BUT IWsWJBMW TO

us' liarrnon 505 2 4626

•an. M to DATING SERVICES FO BOX
CINCINNATI

Wanted Rmto tor w* qtr onry 1 '2 block

YOU'RE TOO DRUNK TO STUMBLE AND

Tonight'i a night you won't tOTfa

from Founders Pteeee return twn aafaty to

Tou

For your copy

MITCH HAPPY 23R0 BIRTHDAY. HOPE

We're all reedy. RM time Is sat.

LOST

JOW FUNKY, ■hit* wa'ra partying on

t«y puHcaann ol THE DATING SERVICES

362-73M

Alpha Dana PI

Opm Ooyt Parry Staraum

FOR APfT. 373-0044.

can ma at tnam Svu tubacnbrvg io ma mon

>». Mr am

Falcon Fal Fkaa Market Nov 7 4 B ftam to

YEARBOOK. THE KEY1" CALL TODAY

tallJ

ALSO ON SALE
OTHER DOLLHOUSE
ROOMS

NOW ONLY

m

ttmOrnktl

THURSDAY: SINGLES SALAD BAR DAY
Have a salad with garlic bread
and Bottomless pop for $1.95.
(Delivery: Large lossed with Garlic bread & can ol COKE Is $2.55)

TkaKNmNi

», 1M1 7

Gospel choir praises
God in modern song
St Holly Terry
ews reporter

The last album the group recorded
two years ago was called "We Shall
Pray," and all 500 copies were sold.
"We have a budget and different
fund-raising activities," Barclay
said.

On a Friday night, you can hear the
sound of 60 singing together, singing
together the praises of God.
"Serve the Lord with gladness.
Come before his presence with
singing.
Know ye that the Lord is God and he
made us.
We are his people.
Amen."

THE FALL CONCERT, to be performed tonight, is one of those fundraising activities. To be held at the
First United Methodist Church on
East Wooster at 8 p.m., tonight's concert is just one of many the choir performs throughout the year.
"We send letters to different churches asking them if they would like to
have us," Barclay said, "and they
usually say 'come on and sing.'"
Barclay said the choir, which includes college students of all ages,
also tries to recruit new choir
members while on tour and draws
graduating high school students to the
University who wish to Join.

If you've ever walked by Prout
Chapel on a Friday night, you've probably heard the University Gospel
Choir rehearsing and clapping their
hands to the music of the piano, the
tambourine, and the drums.
The music they sing is "with the
times," choir director Jerome
Barclay said. "It's not real ancient."

THE CHOIR has been singing conThe theme song for the concert is
temporary gospel since its foundation "Make a Joyful Noise Unto the Lord,"
K Gregory Smith in 1969 at theand tickets may be purchased from
liversity.
any choir member or at the door of
the church.
Over its 12 years of performance,
The cost is $1 for students for adthe choir has completed three albums
and toured New York, Tennessee, vanced tickets and $1.50 for adults.
New Jersey, Massachusetts, Connec- Tickets purchased at the door are
ticut, and throughout Northwestern $1.50 for students and $2 for adults. All
children under 12 are admitted for $1.
Ohio.
Tha University Gospel Choir will present a concert at

8 p.m.

in the First United Methodist Church

*••••••••••••••••£
*
*

Rosalie
Sandra
Terri
Kathy

start photo by Al Fuchs
O

WOULD YOU STUFF
800 ENVELOPES FOR $500?
Iho" i '.gN 1100 <c- V i/H.ng BOO en-elopr
lo* a* mro info** ro te-p port* IWKD-"^ ■< (jgltt al ».-■
rOW'ty and you'ieM tc u, ov ((y"plf*e -ro^-if pr^io"

JoAnn
Bev
Jody
Gidge

rloo».«g

A\or* O) <*-> '"Ota*-* yOu Wo- lh« vmpV
, ,- lor p>o>H
oi r>bA»edt o> otheiv do VoolaM| . I
."* -o"* wx> itu" ■■
- i.- ~ M t-r -Ofo", .( V4>(,l, ]'■-•.
PlBtlNCl rSNUMD J^i nJt (he er-etolK-i-"•■■.-•" ^<3"
"•o>ibo« *>*iy *w He* "uch7 Turn depem »-t ei, on IOU »ou pv
yooi c*">ce it "w co*i<o*i ol yo«*» *<>■*• eve* . i ■ '..ibo-a &' <*•» :i- Mp Wto"e»a
co-**t* p'ogto'- and *»tco»* ir* oppo".' i, I -ve rttio-u' n-a- ot o*« ol ov«
"»Qilef% *4ow»ve' rhere * o s-oti 19 *5 ttf •

*
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c Travel with UAO to the
Fairlane Mall in
Dearborne, Mich.
Sat Nov 14 lOam-Spm
Cost-S7 for transportation'"

The Frazier Co.
1021 N. Main St.
Findlay, OH 45840

Good luck at Districts.
We know you can do it.

J
cf
o
Get Your Christmas °Shopping Done
Before Thanksgiving %

J

Sign-up deadline is Nov 12th
in UAO office

Zip:

-k
*••••••••••••••••#
Another increase
in interest rates
for US. ,
Savings Bonds.

Nu

Sigma Nu Sigma Nu

Sigma Nu

Sigma Nu

Sigma Nu Sigma Nu

Sigma Nu

Sigma Nu

I

SIGMA NU
CONGRATULATES THEIR NEW OFFICERS
COMMANDER
LT. COMMANDER
TREASURER
RECORDER
MARSHALL
RUSH

Growing
Bigger—Foster.

CARY MOORE
GREG STEFANI
CURT WITCHEY
JIM MARTIN
JEFF NEARHOOF
TOM SHIELDS
JIM DAMENTI
KEITH PALMER
GREG STEFAMI
TIM HINCKLEY
BRAD GRAHAM
SCOTT SCHWIND
BILL SHIELDS
DIRK vanRENESSE
MIKE BELANGER
JON MUSIAL
DAVE RHOADES
CURT WITCHEY
DALE MAUCH

ACTIVITIES
SOCIAL
BOOK STEWARD
UTILITY
LITTLE SIS
ATHLETICS
ALUMNI CONTACT
IN HOUSE SPIRIT
HOUSE MANAGER
SCHOLARSHIP
CHAPLAIN
SOUND SYSTEM
SENTINEL
IFC Rep.
Soph EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Jr. EXECTIVE COUNCIL
HISTORIAN

JIM DAMENTI
CURT WITCHEY
TOM SHIELDS
JEFF NEARHOOF
TOM SHEILDS
BILL SHIELDS
DIRK vanRENESSE

THANKS TO ALL THE OLD OFFICERS

2
i

I
f
1
I
i
i
i

I
i

FOR AN EXCELLENT JOB!
Sigma Nu

IMPORTANT
RARE COIN
AUCTION
SAT. NOV 7
PREVIEW BEGINS AT 9am
AUCTION BEGINS AT NOON I

We will be offering lo you oi
public auction 400 sole lots
consisting of almost 1.000
pieces ol beautiful U.S.Coins:
o sole heovy m silver.

2 For
1 Pizza
MONDAY

al OLD BARN AUCTION

100*0 5 9 734 Want
f tAotav.ONo 45640

434-0597

Sigma Nu

Sigma Nu

Sigma Nu Sigma Nu

Sigma Nu

Pitcher perfect

Monday, 5 to 7 only at East and South, buy one
pizza and get one free. Not valid with any other
coupons. (Sorry, no delivery. Pick up or eat-In
only.)

Pagliais East Delivers

■philj&v rare coin
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staff photos by Dale Omori

Stormy:
The action was furious both on and off
Mickey Cochrane Field during yesterday's encounter between Bowling Green
and Notre Dame.

Above, Irish coach Rich Hunter (left)
confronts head referee Michael Long visa-vis, with only Simons Kahale of the
Irish in between. Hunter's pre-game
bantering cost the Irish a penalty right

from the start. Later, he pulled his team
off the field In protest of another penalty.
Right, BG's Bart Markel (center) and
Jim House (right) double team an Irish
kicker In an attempt to control the ball.

Coach's outburst aids BG cause in 2-1 soccer win
by KermJt Rowe
News reporter
There was just as much "action" before yesterday's
soccer match between Bowling Green and Notre Dame
at Mickey Cochrane Field as there was during the game.
Fighting Irish coach Rich Hunter stormed up anddown
the sidelines, complaining about the game's head referee
Michael Long, who has officiated previous Notre Dame
games this year.
Hunter's antics cost his team a penalty before play
even began and set the stage for a tense afternoon. BG
escaped the fury with a 2-1 victory to better its record to
11-5-1 with two games remaining this season.
At the 23:37 mark of the first half, BG's leading scorer
Neil Ridgway converted a penalty kick into the game's
first score and a 1-0 Falcon lead.

Ridgway again connected on the ensuing penalty kick
for a 2-0 advantage and what proved to be the deciding
goal. The goal also gave Ridgway a school record for
most goals in one season, 12, breaking the previous
mark, set by Dennis Mepham in 1979.

AFTER ANOTHER Notre Dame penalty just one
minute after Ridgway's score, Hunter pulled his team off
the field, only tolater reverse his decision and allow the
game to resume.

"He has come a long way in a short time," BG coach
Gary Palmisano said of Ridgway. "He has the tendency
to hide during the game and then reappear out of
nowhere. We're trying to work with him on that."

because this type of thing doesn't represent the image we
want for soccer; especially when it is still in its growing
stages in this country.

'We will not play Notre Dame again, simply because this type of
thing doesn't represent the image we want for soccer. . .When
Notre Dame makes a coaching change, then we will consider playing
them again. . People like that push this sport back ten years.'

"When Notre Dame makes a coaching change, then we
will consider playing them again."
Bill Stein, an Irish defenseman. scored with 7:13 left in
the match, spoiling BG's bid for a shutout, but the
Falcon's held on to drop Notre Dame's record to 15-4-3.

--Palmisano
Palmisano said he was disappointed in the actions of
Hunter, adding that the object of Hunter's criticism is a
"capable referee" who nas worked for the North
American Soccer League and the Major Indoor Soccer
League. "He is a professional," Palmisano said of
referee Long.
"I feel sorry for his (Hunter's) kids," Palmisano said.
"He embarassed his kids and his school."
"WE WILL NOT play Notre Dame again, simply

"I would say that they (ND) are the most improved
team, talent-wise, that is on our schedule," Palmisano
said. "That is why I feel sorry for their players. There is
no reason for this. People like that push this sport back
ten years."
The Falcons will rest until they travel to Michigan
State on Nov. 10. BG closes out its season with a game at
the University of Evansville on Nov. 15.

Harriers have high hopes for conference title Falcons and Cardinals
always up in the air
Brodt says BG's
chances remote m*

r
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by Chris Sherk
sports editor
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Whenever Bowling Green's Falcons
and Ball State's Cardinals get
together on the gridiron, footballs fly,
scores soar and feathers, well they
get downright ruffled.
The last tour times these two MidAmerican Conference birds nested on
the same field, on the same Saturday,
the final scores (27-20,38-23 and 24-21)
have resembled first quarter basketball scores.
With the offensive bite that both
teams possess this time around,
tomorrow's result in Ball State
Stadium may be no different.
But Dwight Wallace, head coach of
the Cardinals, said he doesn't think

by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter

With one Mid-American Conference
cross country championship safely
tucked away at Bowling Green this
season, by virtue of the women's accomplishment two weeks ago, the
Falcons men's team will try to
duplicate the women's feat tomorrow
in Oxford.
Junior Chris Koehler, who has been
the team's most consistent runner
this season, is one of the favorites to
capture the individual MAC title. BG
coach Mel Brodt said the Falcons
have a chance to improve on last
season's third place finish in the
MAC, but added that both defending
champion Western Michigan and
host Miami will field strong teams.
"Our likelihood of winning the MAC
is remote because of what we've done
over the season," Brodt said. "But
that doesn't mean we don't have a
chance. I look for it to be a high scoring meet, and if we can get our lower
runners to finish in the top twenty, I
think we'll have an outside chance of
winning."
Koehler will be facing some stiff
competition from fellow MAC rivals
Kerry Barnett from Western
Michigan, John Locker of Miami and
Don Volkey of Northern Illinois.
Koehler finished second in last year's
championship meet .while Locker
placed third.
"Locker may have one advantage
in running on his own course," Brodt
said. "He qualified (for the NCAA
tournament) in last year's regional
meet and is a former ail-American.
But Chris Koehler has beaten most of
the MAC runners in head-to-head
competition this year, and I think he'll
be tough to beat."
Koehler said he felt confident about
the meet, but admitted to being nervous. After losing to Volkey at the
Notre Dame Invitational, Koehler
came back and avenged his only loss
to a MAC harrier at the Central Collegiates meet, by finishing 20 seconds
faster than Volkey.
"The course at Eastern Michigan
(site of the Central Collegiates meet)
was more hilly than at South Bend,'
Koehler said. ''I feel pretty confident

stsff photo by Al Fuchs
BO'S Jeff Boutelle (left to right), Dan Gruniesen, Bob Barrett and Holger Hills sprint toward the
finish line in an earlier meet. Boutelle, Barrett and Hill* will be three of BG's seven runners in tomorrow's MAC meet.

about the (MAC) meet, and I'm ready
for it. We worked out pretty hard during the week, and team-wise, I think
we have a good shot at winning it. But
it's going to take a good group effort
for us to do it."
Although some observers have
picked Miami to win, Brodt says he
feels Western Michigan will have the
edge since the Broncos defeated
Miami earlier this fall in a dual meet.
The Broncos will be seeking their
third consecutive conference title in
the 38-year history of the meet.
Brodt said the Falcons earlier dual
meet against the Redskins at Miami

which BG lost, 16-48, will also aid his
team in its pursuit for the conference
title.
"Running there during the season
gives us some advantage, because the
runners already know what the
course is like and what to expect,"
Brodt said.
Besides Koehler, six other runners
will participate in the championship
meet, Brodt said. The six are
sophomores Chris Los, Tim Brennan
and Chuck Pullom, freshman Jeff
Boutelle, junior Bob Barrett and
senior co-captain Holger Hille.

Women running
for NCAA meet
While Bowling Green's men's cross
country team will be running for the
Mid-American Conference Championship, the Falcon's women's team will
be in East Lansing Mich., for the
NCAA's District Four Qualifier. Nine
other teams, including Michingan
State, Indiana and Northwestern of
the Big Ten, will be competing with
the hopes of advancing to the national
meet on November 21, in Raleigh,
N.C.

"THIS YEAR is probably different," he predicted from his office
in Muncie, bid. "Bowling Green still
has the good offense. But the key this
year is their defense. They have a
very good defense and a very good
kicking game."
Even so, Wallace's offensive crew
has the potential to post a lot of points
on the scoreboard. Sophomore
quarterback Doug Freed is second in
the conference in total offense,
averaging 181.3 yards a game. Freed
has completed 119 of 221 passes for
1,377 yards and six touchdowns.
But Freed and the offense he directs
have been inconsistent in 1981.
Against Toledo, the Cardinals were
unable to produce a point in a 40-0
pasting. Last week, Freed turned
things around in a 35-13 win over
Eastern Michigan, throwing three
touchdown passes and running for

THE CARDINALS, 2-4 in the MAC
and 3-5 overall, also have one of the
league's premier game-breakers in
tiny Sfevie Nelson, a 5-fl split end and
kick returner who ranks second in
kickoff returns (14 for 302 yards).
The Falcons, however, nave been
able to contain Nelson the last two
occasions. Last year, Nelson was
limited to 15 return yards and 47yards
on six pass receptions.
"We did the best job on him two
years in a row," BG head coach Denny Stolz said. "He was leading the nation (in kickoff returns) when we did a
job on him two years ago."
Though Stolz s Falcons are on a
roll, having played unbeatable football in their last four outings to improve their record to 3-4-1 and 3-2-1 in
the MAC, they have to respect Ball
State's "class program," according
to Stolz.
"What bothers me most about them
is that they have won, their coaches
have won, their program has won.
Just a couple of years ago, they were
the best MAC team I've ever seen,"
he said.
BALL STATE won the conference
title in 1978 and have had seven
straight winning seasons, three under
Wallace.
Last week's 212-yard performance
on 46 rushes by BG tailback Bryant
"Cowboy"Jones boosted him into a
second place spot in the MAC'S
rushing statistics. His performance
earned him the MAC offensive
player of the week honor this weok.
"The greatest accomplishment that
he had, that will go unnoticed, is the
fact that he didn't fumble," Stolz said.
"That's a hell of an accomplishment,
carrying the ball (more than) 40
times."

leers seek first 1981 win

Bowling Green's hockey team, still
in search of its first win in 1981,
travels to Houghton, Mich,, today for
a two-game, Central Collegiate
Hickey Association series with
Michigan Tech.
The Huskies were tabbed as preseason favorites to win the CCHA this
year, their first season in the league.
However, the former Western Collegiate Hockey Association power has
experienced early problems while
struggling to a 2-3-1 mark overall and
1-3 in the CCHA.

The Falcons will be without two of
their top top forwards for a few
weeks. Perry Braun and Tim Hack
both are nursing injured knees. Questionable for the Tech series is golie
Mike David, who suffered a thigh
bruise in last weekend's series with
Michigan State.
"In every game, we have been in a
position to win going into the third
period, but critical mistakes have killed us," BG coach Jerry York said.
"We've got to do a better ' '- ui.. -ting our poise.

